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There is a mild flaw in the statement ofProposition 2．1 

in the above paper(cf．[1])．We restate it as follows． 

Proposition 1 Let A ∈ R and B ∈ R be two 

matrices such that the pair(A，B)is controllable．Th en for 

any ≥ 1，there exists a ma trix K ∈ R such that 

) ≤ M2te 
， V t≥0， (1) 

where =(n一1)(n+2)／2 and M >0 is a constant， 

which is independent ofR and can be estimated precisely in 

terms ofA，B and ． 

The proofofProposition2．1 in l1j is onlv validfor the 

casewhen ≥ 1(instead ofthe original ve~ion of > 

0)，because the eigenvalues 1，⋯， n were chosen to satis— 

fy 1≤ 一1，and ≤ 1 for k≥ 1．For more details，we 

refer the reader to the discussions that followed formula 

(10)in『1]． 

A main motivation ofthe work in[1]was for us to de— 

velop the results in[2]．As in most appfications of over- 

shoot estimation for pole placements，the parameter in 

[2]was chosen as a number oflarge value．Hence，the cor- 

rection does not affect our results in[2]． 
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